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D-3400 Grttingen, Federal Republic of Germany
INTRODUCTION
The properties that distinguish a shock wave from other waves are that its
thickness is negligible compared with other characteristic lengths, and that
the state of the medium is changed irreversibly by the passage of the wave.
Shocks are therefore a highly nonlinear phenomenon, and parameter
changes may be expected to lead to numerous bifurcations.
The multitude of possibilities is compounded when more than one shock
occurs, such as in the interaction of a shock with a solid surface or symmetry
plane (i.e. in shock reflection). The subject of shock reflection is 
complicated that it is necessary to introduce it at some length. In the interest
of conciseness, this is done according to a logical rather than a historical
sequence, with explicit reference to the important authors omitted in the
text unless their work is relatively recent.
Salient points in the early development of the subject should be
mentioned here, however. These may be found in the experiments of Mach
(1878), the theoretical work of von Neumann (1943), the experimental 
theoretical work of the group around Bleakney at Princeton (e.g. Bleakney
& Taub 1949, Smith 1945), the experiments of Kawamura & Saito (1956),
Smith (1959), and Bryson & Gross (1961), and the theoretical work 
Lighthill (1949) and Jones et al. (195l). A review by Pack (1964) gives 
detailed references. Of the work since 1960, that of the group around Glass
at Toronto (e.g. Law & Glass 1971, Ben-Dor & Glass 1979, 1980) and
around Henderson at Sydney (e.g. Henderson & Lozzi 1975, 1979,
t Dedicated to the memory of Ernst Becket.
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34 HORNUNG
Henderson & Gray 1981) stand out. A review by Griffith (1981) gives more
detailed references.
In this review the discussion is restricted to plane flow. This is because
relatively little work has been done on three-dimensional situations, and
because a compromise had to be made between depth and breadth of the
field covered.
Material Properties
Shocks may occur in many different kinds of materials. However, in the
main part of this review the discussion is restricted to situations in which the
material may be described to a good approximation by the model of a
compressible, heat-conducting Newtonian continuum. The additional
assumption that a material element is subjected only to such slow changes
that (to a good approximation) it is able to maintain (local) thermodynamic
equilibrium everywhere leads to a simple expression for the thickness of
shocks in terms of the bulk and shear viscosities, thermal conductivity,
density, and speed of sound of the material. If these properties are replaced
by corresponding values for a real gas of discrete molecules, then the
thickness of sufficiently strong shocks amounts only to a few mean free
paths. Thus, to be consistent with our assumption that the material behaves
as a continuum, we have to neglect the shock thickness and treat the shock
as a surface of discontinuity.
In a continuum framework, local thermodynamic equilibrium is there-
fore not maintained within this thin shock. In the main part of this review it
is assumed that thermodynamic equilibrium is maintained everywhere else,
and that (to a good approximation) the temperature and equilibrium states
are defined by the equation of state of a thermally and calorically perfect
gas. For our purposes the material is therefore specified by the density p,
shear viscosity p, thermal conductivity k, specific heat cp, and specific gas
constant R. In this framework, a typical situation whose characteristic
length, flow velocity, and wall and reservoir temperatures are d, q, Tw, and
To, respectively, leads to a dependence of any dimensionless quantity Q on
five parameters:
Q = Q[pqd/l~, pq2/(~p), ~, pcp/k, Tw/To],
or
Q = Q(Re, 2, y, P r, T,~/To), (1)
where
~ = c~/(cp- R).
The further restriction to a Situation in which shear rates and temperature
gradients are so small that shear stresses and heat flux may be neglected
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SHOCK REFLECTION 35
defines such an important limiting case that a large part of this review is
devoted to it. It is referred to somewhat loosely as "inviscid" flow. Equation
(1) degenerates for inviscid flow 
Q = Q(M, ~). (2)
Other material properties, such as vibrational or chemical relaxation, are
of considerable importance in the reflection of strong shock waves. They,
like viscosity and heat conduction, introduce new length scales into the
problem, albeit in a different way. Relaxation effects are discussed only
briefly at the end of this review.
The Shock-Jump Relations
In steady flow through an oblique shock wave (see Figure 1), the
conservation equations may be used to relate the state downstream of the
shock (subscript 2) to the state upstream (subscript 1) 
P2/Pl = (~ + 1)M~ sin 2 a/J2 +(y--1)M~2 sin 2 a], (3)
Pz/P~ = [2yM~ sin2 a--(~--1)]/(~, + (4)
M2~ sin 2 (a--O) = [y+ 1 +(y-- 1)(M~2 sin2 a-- 1)]
+ [~ + 1 + 27(M
~ 
sin 2 a-- 1)], (5)
tan 0 = tan a[M~2 cos2 a--cot 2 a]/[l+½M~(7+cos 2a)]. (6)
For fixed V and Mr, Figure 2 shows the shock angle a as a function of the
deflection angle 0. As a is increased from aresin (M~- t), M2 decreases from
M~ to a value of 1 (sonic point)just before 0 reaches a maximum value
(maximum-deflection point). Further increase of ct causes M2 and 0 to
decrease until 0 = 0 at ~ = ~/2 (normal shock).
Again for fixed ~ and M~, a similar curve may be drawn for p2(O)/p~ by
eliminating a between Equations (4) and (6) (see Figure 3). Both curves 
symmetrical about 0 = 0, of course. Their nonlinearity is evident.
goo~
q~ 1_ ~"2O
e,
Fioure I (left)
Fiour e 2 (center)
Fioure 3 (right)
~M
Omax [n~
2=I
Defining sketch.
Shock locus in (0, a)-plane. Mr, ? constant.
Shock locus in (0, p)-plane. M t, 7 constant.
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36 HORNUNG
Reflection of a Plane Shock From a Plane Surface
Sa’EADY IrCVtS¢ID FLOW Consider a plane shock (for example, one gene-
rated by a wedge in steady flow) being reflected off a wall or symmetry plane
parallel to ql (see Figure 4). The incident shock I deflects the flow to 
angle 02, and a second shock is needed to deflect it back to 03 = 0. This
situation may be represented in the (0, p)-plane (see Figure 4): Condition 
lies on the incident-shock locus I, below the point M2 = 1. From this new
condition we may draw a second shock locus with M = Mz from (Oz, P2).
Thus, the deflection is taken from 0 to 02 by the incident shock I, and from
02 to 0 by the reflected shock R. This configuration is called regular
reflection. The (0, p)-diagram in Figure 4 is a graphical representation of the
mathematical problem of solving a double application of the shock-jump
relations in a particular case.
If the angle ~ is increased, a value ~t = ctd(M~, ~,) is reached, beyond which
the second shock locus does not reach the p-axis any more (see Figure 5).
The deflection in region 3 is thus still positive (toward the wall). This
necessitates a nonuniform buffer zone, across which the transition from
0 > 0 to 0 = 0 is accommodated. A near-normal shock S allows the triple-
shock point P to move away from the wall, with the result that a vortex
sheet V separate s the gas processed by S from that processed by I and R.
The density and velocity, as well as the entropy, are discontinuous across V,
but the pressure and streamline deflection must be continuous. This is the
reason for the choice of the (0, p)-plane for the graphical representation 
the solution of shock-reflection problems: Since 03 = 04 and P3 = P,~, the
points representing states 3 and 4 are congruent in (0, p). Thus, the upper
intersection of I and R in Figure 5 gives the triple-point condition, and the
"Mach stem" S is represented by the part 4-5 of the curve I. Clearly S must
be curved as a consequence. This reflection configuration is called Mach
reflection, after its discoverer. (As is seen later, the transition to Mach
reflection may occur at angles smaller than ~d.)
Figure 4 Regular reflection in steady flow. Physical (left) and (0, p)-plane (right).
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SHOCK REFLECTION
Figure 5 Mach reflection in steady flow. Physical (left) and (0, p)-plane flight).
37
PSEUDOSTEADY INVISCID FLOW Consider a plane shock I moving from
right to left into a gas at rest in an inertial frame, with the speed of the shock
being qs- Let it strike a symmetrical wedge, at rest in this inertial frame,
whose leading edge T is parallel and whose symmetry plane is normal to the
plane of the shock (see Figure 6). If ~ is sufficiently small, regular reflection
occurs. The intersection point P of I and the wall moves up the wedge
surface at a constant speed
q l = q~/sin ~t, (7)
so that the distance d increases linearly with time. In a frame of reference
moving with P (which is therefore also an inertial frame), the flow in the
immediate vicinity of P is steady, unless Ma < 1. In the latter case, region 3
is unsteady. The (0, p)-plane may again be used to describe the reflection
system (see Figure 7).
The transition from regular to Mach reflection again becomes necessary
o
Fi.qure 6 (left) Regular reflection in pseudosteady flow, viewed from an inertial frame fixed
in T.
Figure 7 (center and right) Regular reflection in pseudosteady flow, viewed from an inertial
frame fixed in P. Physical (center) and (0, p)-plane (right).
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38 HORNUNG
because of the failure of R to reach the p-axis (see Figure 8). The triple point
P is now off the wall, so that the angle ~ between the oncoming flow (in the
frame of reference of P) and the incident shock I is no longer equal to the
angle ~ + Z between I and the wall. Again, the gas processed by I and R is
separated by a vortex sheet V from that processed by S. In the frame of
reference of P~, the wall has a finite component of velocity normal to its own
plane. The gas contained in the triangular region PBA is that which
originally occupied the region PTA.
Flows of the kind depicted in Figures 7 and 8 are self-similar, inasmuch as
they grow linearly with time. They are called pseudosteady. This is because
in the absence of shear stresses and heat flux, the only characteristic length
of the boundary conditions is d, which grows linearly with time (see Jones et
al. 1951). Indeed, if the space coordinates are divided by the time t elapsed
from the instant that I hits T, the equations of motion possess similar
solutions. Thus, if the inviscid flow equations
Dq
-- = -- grad p/p, (8)Dt
Dp
-- = --p div q (9)Dt
are rewritten in the variables
(X, t) = (x/t, t) (10)
U q-X
the explicit dependence on t disappears for all t > 0:
U" Grad U + U = - Grad
U" Grad p + p(Div U + 2) = (11)
Figure 8 Mach reflection in pseudosteady flow, viewed from an inertial flame fixed in P.
Physical ( eft) and (0, p)-plane (right).
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SHOCK REFLECTION 39
Figure 9 Regular reflection in pseudo-
steady similarity space, S.P. = sink points
for the uniform-flow regions 1, 2, and 3.
where Div and Grad denote vector operators in plane X-space. Provided
that the boundary and initial conditions are consistent with this scheme,
self-similar solutions are possible. Figure 9 shows the "streamlines" in
pseudosteady space, i.e. the integral curves of U in X-space, for the case of
regular reflection. Note that a region of uniform flow in physical space has
straight integral curves that converge onto a single "sink" point in
pseudosteady space. The whole of the flow pattern is independent of time in
this space.
INVISCID STEADY FLOW: CASE DISTINCTIONS
In this section we discuss the differences in the reflection configurations that
arise as consequences of the shock-jump relations, i.e. the influences of the
parameters M1, y, and ~. The result of this discussion is a definition of the
domains in the (M1, ~)-plane (for fixed ~) to which certain forms of reflection
are restricted.
The Special Values of ~(M1, y)
The condition in which the reflected-shock locus just reaches the p-axis is
called the maximum-deflection condition of the reflection, and the shock
angle at which it occurs is
~d = ~d(M1, V). (12)
The pressure at the point of tangency of the reflected-shock locus and the p-
axis may lie below or above the normal-shock value, depending on MI and
~,. Accordingly, one refers to "weak" or "strong" reflection, respectively (see
Figure 10).
Just below this value of ~, a value
~s = ~s(M~, ~) (13)
exists, at which the sonic point of the reflected-shock locus lies on the p-axis.
www.annualreviews.org/aronline
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40 ItORNUNG
Figure 10 The conditions c~ = % (full line) and ~ = ~s (dashed line) for weak (left) and strong
reflection (right).
This condition is indicated by the dashed lines in Figure 10. It is referred to
as the sonic condition for the reflection.
A third special value of ~ is defined by the condition that the reflected-
" shock locus intersects the p-axis at the normal-shock point (see Figure 11).
This is named after yon Neumann (1943), who first recognized its
importance:
~N = ~N(M1, 7)" (14)
For values of 7 that are realistic for gases, there exists a single configuration
for which
~r~(Mt, 7) = ~d(M1, 7). (15)
This occurs at a particular value of M~(7) (see Figure 11). There also exist
two configurations for which
~N(Mt, 7) = c~(M1, (16)
The less important one of these occurs in the weak-reflection range. For
this, the sonic point on the reflected shock corresponds to a pressure that is
Figure 11 The condition ~ = ~N" Weak (left) and strong reflection (right), N = % (center).
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SHOCKREFLECTION
Figure 12
M~-I
The two conditions at which
lower than that at the normal-shock point. The other occurs in the strong-
reflection range, and for this the pressure at the sonic point of the reflected
shock coincides with the normal-shock pressure (see Figure 12). For a given
),, the values of 1 for t hese two configurations lie o n either s ide of t hat for
~a = aN and very close to it.
The Mach-Number Ranees for ~, = 1.4
For a fixed value of y, coincidences of the special values of ct, such as
Equations (15) and (16), as well as other conditions, define special values 
the Mach number. In this section the Mach-number ranges defined by these
special values are discussed for the case y = 1.4. No qualitative differences
occur when y is changed to values relevant for other gases.
THE RANGE 1 < MI < 1.25 In this range there exists no value of~t for which the
reflected-shock locus R can intersect the incident-shock locus I other than
at the point 2 (see Figure 13). Mach reflection is therefore not possible 
this range. If~ > ~d (dashed curve for R), no reflected shock occurs at all, the
incident shock is curved, and a subsonic region occurs behind it. The states
~./2M>I
1\~-’-’~--M = I
M=1 \M<I "’,,,
Figure l 3 The range where no Mach reflection is possible. (righO Physical plane correspond-
ing to dashed curve in (O,/~)-plane (l ft).
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Figure 14 Reflected shock inclined for-
ward, 1.25 < Ms < 1.48 (~ = 1.4).
I~JR
q~ ~M~<~
-- ~-~V
S- ~’M~<I
behind the curved shock are defined by the part of the shock locus that is
drawn heavy in Figure 13.
THE RANGE 1.25 < M~ < 1.48 In this range an intersection point between the I
and R locus can exist. However, it lies to the right of the symmetry line of the
R locus (see Figure 14), i.e. at 0a > 02. This means that the reflected shock 
inclined forward at the triple point P.
ThE l~ANGE 1.48 < M1 < 2.2 For all M~ > 1.48, the possibility of an inverted
Mach reflection exists if ~ < ~N. It is shown as a dashed line in the (0, p)-
plane of Figure 15. This reflection mode always has the alternative solution
of a regular reflection. It can therefore only be achieved by suppressing this
alternative (e.g. by restricting the flow downstream, thus raising the back
pressure to the value corresponding to that behind the inverted Math
reflection). This configuration is characterized by the fact that 0a < 0, so
that V slopes away from the wall and the Mach stem is convex toward the
upstream direction (see Henderson & Lozzi 1979).
For ~ > ~d, a direct Math reflection occurs, this being the only solution.
This time we have 03 < 02, and the reflected shock is inclined downstream
regulor~
Fiffure 15
inverted
Direct and inverted Mach reflection in the range 1.48 < M1 < 2.2 (~ -- 1.4).
I , M~<I
V
direct
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SHOCK REFLECTION 43
when ~ is near ~d, but as ~ increases further, the reflection reverts back to the
configuration observed in the range 1.25 < M1 < 1.48, with forward-
inclined R.
For aN < ~t < Ctd, both regular and direct Math reflection are possible,
and since M3 < 1, downstream conditions could enforce Mach reflection in
this region.
THE RANGE 2.2 < M~ < 2.4 At M1 = 2.2, region 3 is sonic at ~ ---- aN. This is the
upper one of the two points defined by Equation (16). Above 1 =2. 4 a
Math reflection is characterized by the fact that V separates the supersonic
region 3 from the subsonic region 4. This is the case illustrated in Figure 5.
Again, both regular and direct Mach reflection are possible in the range
~N < 0~ < ~a (see also Figures 10, 11).
The Reflection Regions in the (M1, o~)-Plane
The constraints on the various reflection modes may be delineated in a
diagram of a versus M1 (see Figure 16). This summarizes the discussion 
the previous section. (Note that the domains of complex and double Mach
reflection are omitted here. They are discussed in a later section.) It is well to
remember that these boundaries apply to inviscid flow with y = 1.4. In
addition, it became clear at a number of points that the (0, p)-plane, which
deals with the immediate vicinity of the point P only, cannot give any clues
about which mode actually occurs when more than one reflection mode is
possible. The downstream boundary condition needs to be invoked. We
may therefore expect differences between steady and pseudosteady flow in
such cases. This is because though the region around P is steady in both
\ ~ Henderson & Lozzi 1975 ¯  .... ~l;~f
~
)~ Homu~ & Robinson 1982
p~sible
a =orcsinlM~11 ~~ ~ regulor r.possible
20 ~ ~2 3 4 M~ 5
Figure 16 The spe~a] values of ~ as f~cfions of M~ fo~ ~ = ].4, ~d
~e~ecfio~ con~r~fio~. The poi~{s how observed f~il~e of ~e~l~ ~e~eefio~
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44 HORNUNG
cases if observed from P’s reference frame, the downstream boundary
conditions may not be influenced in pseudosteady flow (without breaking
the pseudostationarity).
THE INFORMATION CONDITION
An important determining factor in regions of overlap where, on the basis of
the shock-jump conditions, both regular and Mach reflection are possible is
the fact that--unlike regular reflection--Mach reflection does display a
characteristic length in the vicinity of P. For this to be possible, information
about the characteristic length of the problem (w for steady, d for unsteady
flow) must reach the point P.
Pseudosteady Flow
If we consider the case of a regular reflection in pseudosteady flow, the point
P moves away from the wedge tip T at a constant speed ql. The information
from the wedge tip travels at the local speed of sound relative to the fluid
and chases P (see Figure 7). Clearly, this signal is only able to keep up with 
if M3 < 1, i.e. if a _> as. Thus, information about T does not reach P, and
Mach reflection is not possible in pseudosteady flow unless a > as. This
simple argument all but eliminates the regions of overlap in the case of
pseudosteady flow, because the difference ad-as is so small as to be
experimentally uninteresting. We therefore write the transition criterion for
pseudosteady flow (a~,’s) 
a~s = as(M1, y) .~ ad(Mt,?). (17)
A common misconception is that viscous effects at the wall always provide a
path of information between T and P. It is made plain in a later section that
this is not so.
The weak-reflection region of overlap (MI < 2) poses a problem in this
connection. Here, a Math reflection is associated with a subsonic region 3.
Thus, the information condition does not provide an argument against the
persistence of a Mach reflection once it has been set up near the tip. An
experiment hat might test this possibility is one in which the tip of the
wedge is made a little sharper (wedge concave near the tip). Henderson 
Lozzi (1979) performed such experiments, but these were only in the strong-
reflection region, where this effect is not to be expected.
Steady Flow
THE AREA OF OVERLAP WITH SUPERSONIC REGION 3 (Mt > 2.4) Figure 5 shows a
Mach reflection in this range. The expansion wave from the trailing edge of
the shock-generating wedge is refracted by the reflected shock R and strikes
www.annualreviews.org/aronline
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SHOCK REFLECTION 45
the vortex sheet V. If it were not for this expansion, the vortex sheet would
asymptotically approach a line parallel to the wall. The expansion causes ¥
to curve more strongly away from the wall, thus forming a sonic throat with
the wall. Hence, an information path exists from the trailing edge along the
leading characteristic to the subsonic region upstream of the sonic point
and thus to P. Information about the size of the wedge can be com-
municated to P. The information condition therefore does not provide an
impediment to Mach reflection in steady flow, and we thus expect the
transition criterion for strong reflection in steady flow (~) to 
~ = 0~r~(M1,),). (18)
This has been amply confirmed by experiment (Henderson & Lozzi 1975,
1979, Hornung & Kychakoff 1977, Hornung et al. 1979, Hornung &
Robinson 1982). The experimental points from some of these studies are
shown in Figure 16 for comparison with Equation (18).
The distinction between ~, and ~ is ignored by most textbooks on
gasdynamics, though it was already suspected by von Neumann (1943) and
discussed at some length by Courant & Friedrichs (1948).
THEAREAOFOVERLAPWITH 1.48 < MI < 2.4 Between M1 = 2 and M1 = 2.4, the
difference between 0~ and ~a is so small as to be experimentally
unresolvable. In the range 1.48 < M1 < 2, three reflection types are
possible. Two of these are regular, one with weak and one with strong
reflected shock, and the third is a Mach reflection [see the (0, p)-plane 
Figure 15]. The Math reflection has a subsonic region 3, and the regular
reflection with weak shock has a supersonic region 3. In order to force the
Math reflection, it is therefore necessary to constrain the flow downstream,
which thus raises the back pressure (see Henderson & Lozzi 1979). 
unimpeded flow the regular reflection persists up to
DOUBLE MACH REFLECTION
Double Mach reflection was first observed by Smith (1945) and White
(1951). It was further studied in some detail by Gvozdeva et al. (1969), 
related it to real-gas effects. While such effects can be responsible for double
Mach reflection, its occurrence does not depend on them.
The Reason for the Occurrence of Double Mach Reflection
Consider a Mach reflection in the strong shock range M1 > 2.4 in
pseudosteady flow. In the frame of reference of P, region 3 is supersonic and
the wall has a finite component of velocity normal to its own plane (see
Figure 17). Let us assume for the moment that the flow in region 4 is
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46 HORNUNG
Figure 17 Pseudosteady Mach reflection.
For (0, p)-plane, see Figure 
uniform, so that PB is a straight vortex sheet that makes an angle 0a with
the triple-point path. This angle is determined in terms of M1, ~, and ~ by the
shock-locus intersection :
03 ---- 03(M1, ~, ~t). (19)
Thus, the position of the point B and therefore its velocity qB are known in
P’s reference frame:
qB = qB(MI, ~, ~, X). (20)
The assumption that the flow in region 4 is uniform and the wall
impermeability condition mean that the velocity component of the wall
normal to its own plane, q~,, is equal to the component oftl~ = q4 normal to
the wall:
q,, = qa sin (03 + X). (21)
However, the velocity along the vortex sheet in region 3 (q3) is different from
that in region 4 (qs). Therefore, the component of th normal to the wall 
not the same as the corresponding component of the wall’s velocity. This
inevitably leads to the need for the flow along PB in region 3 to be
accelerated away from or toward the wall, depending on whether q3 -q4 is
positive or negative. In the frame of reference of B, this boils down to the
need for a deflection of the flow in the vicinity of B to a direction parallel to
the wall.
In the strong-reflection range, we have q3-q4 ;> 0. The flow in region 3
therefore has to be decelerated and deflected (mostly) toward the wedge tip.
If the relative speed q3-q, is smaller than the speed of sound a_~, the
deflection takes place without a shock being generated. The resulting
configuration is either single Mach reflection or what is sometimes called
complex Math reflection. If, on the other hand q3- q, > a3, the deflection
occurs via a shock, and we speak of double Mach reflection. The shock may
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SHOCK REFLECTION 47
Figure l 8 Complex (left) and double Mach rcflections. The second Mach stem may be curved
(center) or straight (ri#ht).
either be straight or curved, depending on the shock strength required for
the deflection (see Figure 18).
Complex Mach reflection is an interesting case, because while region 3 is
supersonic in P’s reference frame, it is subsonic in B’s reference frame.
Hence, the reflected shock is straight up to the point D at which the signal
from B has caught up to it (Figure 18).
The requirement that the flow pattern be pseudosteady, together with the
assumption that the whole of region 4 is uniform, amounts to the
assumption that the Mach stem is straight and normal to the wall. That this
is so may be seen by considering the sink points for the various regions of
this reflection in pseudosteady space (see Figure 19). The assumption that 
is normal to the wall at the triple point is made by Law & Glass (1971)
in order to calculate the angle Jr. Glass and his collaborators have built
V S.P. 4" ~,’~
Figure 19 Double Math reflection in pseudosteady similarity space with the sink points of
the uniform-flow rogions indicated.
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90
a÷x,deg.[
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30
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Ms-- M~ sin ~x
Figure 20 The structure of the direct
Mach-reflection range (cf. Figure 16) for
pseudosteady flow at ~ = 1.4. (After Ben-
Dor 1978.) R = regular, D = double Mach,
C = complex Math, M = single Mach,
and N = no reflection. M~ is the Math
number relative to the second triple point.
up a considerable body of knowledge on these more complicated Mach
reflections. In particular, the domains in which double and complex Mach
reflection are to be expected on the basis of the Law/Glass assumption have
been mapped out in detail by Ben-Dor (1978). This is shown in Figure 20 
the form of a plot of the angle between the incident shock and the wedge
(~+;0 against the incident-shock Mach number (Ms = M1 sin ~). The
boundary between double and complex Mach reflection in this diagram is
calculated by Ben-Dot from the condition that the flow in region 3 is sonic
in the frame of reference of the second triple point (see also Ben-Dor 
Glass 1979, 1980, Ando 1981). This condition is slightly different from the
view taken here, that region 3 should be sonic in the reference frame of B at
transition.
It should be pointed out that all the computations of the domains of the
various reflection configurations and their boundaries (except for the
boundary indicating failure of regular reflection) rely directly or indirectly
on assumptions of how the wall impermeability condition influences the
angles of the triple-point paths. The above description of the reasons for the
occurrence of double Mach reflection makes it clear that such assumptions
lead only to relatively crude approximations. This is further illustrated in
recent work by Shirouzu & Glass (1984), who attempted a refinement of the
assumptions by taking into account the curvature of the Mach stem.
The Curling Up qf the Vortex Sheet
The need for the flow from region 3 to be deflected at B means that the
pressure is higher at B than to the left of B (see Figure 21). In the frame 
reference of B, the gas to the left of B (region 4, considered uniform) is at rest.
The pressure distribution corresponding to this flow is as sketched in
Figure 21. Such a pressure distribution causes the flow to be accelerated
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SHOCK REFLECTION 49
B " P R
p-P~
B
Figure 21 Pseudosteady Mach reflection viewed from B’s reference frame. The pressure
gradient to the left of B causes the vortex sheet to roll up.
away from B in all directions (stagnation point), with the result that the
vortex sheet is deflected to the left and the dividing streamline, which is then
free of vorticity, strikes the wall at right angles. Occasionally, the pressure
gradient to the left of B can be so severe as to drive a wall jet to the left so
strongly that it influences the Mach stem (see, for example, Sandeman et al.
1980, Collela & Glaz 1984). This phenomenon (stem bulge) may be expected
to be impeded by viscous effects.
Computation of the Flow Field
A tempting approach to the solution ofpseudosteady flows is the numerical
solution of Equations (11). Computations of this kind have been presented,
for example, by Schneyer (1975), Kutler & Shankar (1977), who also present
a review of the subject, Shankar et al. (1977), and (more recently) Collela 
Glaz (1984). The results of the first three of these were compared with
experiments by Ben-Dor & Glass (1978). While this comparison shows
general agreement, it also reveals discrepancies that may be due to viscous,
real-gas, or numerical viscosity effects. The more recent work of Collela &
Glaz (1984) shows that the numerical approach predicts an amazing degree
of complexity and detail, including multiple Mach reflection with stem
bulge and vorticity concentrations. Publications on this subject are in press
from this group and should be of interest to all students of Mach reflection.
An important field where computation of the flow field is necessary is
that of weak reflection. This is because the downstream flow often contains
subsonic regions, so that the downstream boundary conditions matter. An
analytical technique using the method of strained coordinates was
developed for very weak shocks by Obermeier (1984). The results of 
particular computation were compared with the experiments of Henderson
& Siegenthaler (1980) and showed promising agreement.
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50 HORNUNG
EFFECTS DUE TO THE WALL BOUNDARY
CONDITIONS
The Effect of Viscosity and Heat Transfer in
"Pseudosteady" Flow
The introduction of any length scale independent of d into a pseudosteady
flow must break the pseudostationarity, i.e. the self-similarity. With
viscosity, such an independent length, I, = kt/(pq), is introduced. Hence the
quotes in the title of this section.
The experimental results on pseudosteady flow indicate that the
transition from regular to Maeh reflection occurs at values of ~ that lie
significantly above 0~a when the reflection is arranged to occur off a solid
surface (see, for example, Bleakney & Taub 1949, Henderson & Lozzi 1975,
Takayama & Sekiguchi 1977). However, when the reflection occurs (as, for
example, in the case of symmetrically interacting shocks) off a symmetry
plane (see Figure 22), such as in the experiments of Smith (1959) 
Henderson & Lozzi (1975), the no-slip condition at the reflection surface
and associated viscous effects are avoided. In these cases the transition was
found to occur--to within experimental accuracy--at the theoretical value
of ~a. The persistence of regular reflection to beyond ~a is therefore a wall
effect.
Consider a regular pseudosteady reflection in the frame of reference of P
(see Figure 23). There exists no shear along section EP of the wall, but since
q3 < ql, a velocity discontinuity exists in an inviscid flow across the surface
along PF. The no-slip condition and shear viscosity therefore cause a
boundary layer to develop from P, in which the flow depends on all five of
the parameters in Equation (1). This boundary layer is of the type in which
the wall velocity is greater than the free-stream velocity (in the reference
Figure 22 Arrangement for setting up pseudosteady reflection off a synunetry plane to avoid
viscous effects. (left) Early. (rioht) Later.
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SHOCK REFLECTION 51
frame in which the flow is steady), so that its displacement thickness is
negative. Since the wall temperature is also usually lower than the recovery
temperature [the free stream (region 3) having been shock heated from the
temperature of region 1, i.e. the wall temperature], the magnitude of the
negative displacement thickness is increased by heat transfer to the wall.
The influence that this effect will have on the transition angle may be
estimated by the following argument. The effective shape of the wall to the
right of P as seen by the far field (Figure 23) is such as to require the flow
deflection through the reflected shock to be smaller than that through the
incident shock by a small angle ~ (see Hornung et al. 1979). Hence, the
possibility of a regular reflection ceases to exist not at ~d, but at a condition
where the maximum-deflection angle across the reflected shock is 02- e
(Figure 23). This causes the transition angle to be raised by viscosity to 
value
~* > ~p~ = ~,. (22)
The subscripts are intended to distinguish viscous from pseudosteady (and
therefore inviscid) values.
It is sometimes argued that the presence of a boundary layer on the wall
provides a path for the information from the wedge tip to reach the
reflection point. In fact, this is not so, because the flow speed (and the Mach
number) in P’s reference frame, against which the signal has to travel, is even
higher in the boundary layer than in the free stream.
Provided that the boundary layer is laminar, its displacement thickness
Figure 23 Regular reflection viewed from P’s reference frame. (left) lnviscid. (center) Viscous
displacement effect as seen by flow outside the boundary layer. (right) Viscosity causes
transition to Mach reflection to be delayed.
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52 HORNUNG
3" may be shown to behave (see Becket 1961) 
~*/x = --f(Pr, ~, M, T~,/To)(lv/x)1/2, (23)
where x is the distance along the wall from the point at which the boundary
layer starts (in this case P), and the parameters on the right-hand side are 
be evaluated outside the boundary layer. If the wall temperature is equal to
the static temperature in region 1, and ), and t are held f ixed, t hen M3, Toa,
lva and Pra will also be constant for approximately constant ~. Under such
conditions, it may be shown that
~*v = O~*ps q- C(lv3/l)1/2, (24)
where C is a constant. The difficulty with this form is that there seems to be
no local characteristic length to choose for I. Hornung & Taylor (1982)
chose I to be the smallest resolvable length of the observer, on the basis that
this is the Mach-stem length at observed transition. Their experiments
confirmed Equation (24) and showed that, if extrapolated to infinite
Reynolds number (l/lva), it gave excellent agreement with ~p*~ = ~, though
the maximum difference between ~* and ~s was more than 6°. This result is
independent of their choice of I.
In fact, the problem is not quite so simple. To understand it better,
consider the question of how the length of the Mach stem is modified by the
presence of viscous effects at the wall. Let the inviscid (pseudosteady) value
of the Mach-stem length be Lps and its viscous value L~. For a laminar
boundary layer it may be shown (see Hornung 1985) that
Lv/Lps = 1 -- 2f,~ (tan fl/tan g)I/2(Iv/d)~/2, (25)
where f,~ is the function in Equation (23) evaluated in region 4, fl is the angle
between V and the Mach stem, and ;t is the angle of the triple-point path for
inviscid flow.
The resulting path of the triple point of a single Mach reflection is shown
in Figure 24. Whether a reflection is interpreted as a regular or a Mach
reflection appears to depend on whether it is observed at a distance from the
wedge tip that is smaller or greater than
do = lv4(4f42 tan fl/tan ~), (26)
i.e. the value ofd at which Lv = 0. However, the theory leading to Equation
(25) is an asymptotic theory for high Reynolds number and assumes that the
second term on the right of(25) is small compared with unity. The step from
(25) to (26) is therefore incorrect because it uses the theory outside its range
of validity. It is clear from (25), however, that the length to be used 
Equation (24) is the distance d~ from the tip at which observations are
made.
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Figure 24 Sketch illustrating the effect
of viscosity on the triple-point path.
, inviscid flow; ---, viscous flow;
..... , according to observer assum-
ing inviscid flow; , by the pro-
cedure of Henderson &Gray (1981).
SHOCK REFLECTION 53
Lps / \\
Very careful experiments made by Henderson & Gray (1981) confirmed
the behavior of the triple-point path sketched in Figure 24, inasmuch as
the path’s apparent origin was observed to lie below the wedge tip if
extrapolated back along a straight path chosen in such a manner as to
satisfy the shock-jump conditions at the observed geometry. Their inter-
pretation of this effect was that it might be due to leakage near the tip of the
wedge, whose symmetry was approximated in their experiments by contact
of the sharp leading edge with a flat plate along the symmetry plane to the
right.
From our discussion of the effect of shear viscosity, it may be recognized
that the mechanism by which heat conduction affects shock reflection is via
its effect on the displacement thickness of the boundary layer. Thus, a colder
wall would act like a highe~ viscosity.
The Effects of Surface Roughness and Porosity
If the wall is rough, a mechanism by which momentum ay be imparted to
the gas near the wall is possible even without shear viscosity. Thus,
roughness may cause a negative displacement thickness, and regular
reflection may again be expected to persist to higher values of e than
This was shown to be indeed the case by Takayama et al. (1981), who
performed experiments with different kinds of roughness. They also
constructed an empirical model involving the total pressure loss due to the
roughness. Excesses of the transition angle of up to 20° beyond c~a could be
obtained.
An effect that is closely related to that of viscosity may be obtained by
letting the shock reflect off a porous wall. Since the shock system raises the
pressure, the passage of the shock switches on a flow through the wall. The
result is that gas leaks out of region 4, which has the same effect as a growing
negative displacement thickness.
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54 HORNUNG
A theory describing this effect was constructed by Clarke (1984a) 
which the porosity of the wall is modeled by Darcy’s law and a second, solid
wall backs up the porous material. The strength of the reflected shock is
considerably attenuated compared with solid-wall behavior, and the
adjustment to final equilibrium occurs in an essentially shock-free manner.
The theory gives solutions for the flow field and has been shown to agree
very well with experiments designed to test it (see Clarke 1984b). Clarke did
not examine the transition to Mach reflection, though a computation of the
effect on the transition angle appears to be within the scope of the theory.
INVISCID UNSTEADY EFFECTs
The introduction of any independent length scale breaks the pseudo-
stationarity. Therefore, the wall effects of the previous section all cause the
flow to become truly unsteady, so that the point P is accelerated. A frame of
reference attached to P would therefore not be an inertial frame, and body
forces would need to be introduced to correct for this. While this is only of
minor importance in the weak unsteadinesses considered so far, it becomes
completely impossible to use the pseudosteady flow ideas for truly unsteady
flows such as are encountered, for example, when a plane shock strikes a
circular cylinder transversely, or when a spherical shock strikes a plane
surface. It must therefore not be expected (as is sometimes done) that
pseudosteady- or steady-flow criteria have any meaning at all in unsteady
situations.
Short of computing the whole flow field in a space of at least three
independent variables, the only theoretical model available for predicting
the behavior of such flows is that of Whitham (1957) for the propagation
and interaction of curved shocks. Heilig (1969) performed very detailed
experiments on the interaction of a plane shock with a circular cylinder. At
and after first contact, regular reflection is observed, and at a particular
angle ~1 between the shock and the cylinder surface a Mach stem begins to
grow. Heilig found that this value ofcq exceeds ¢¢d by an amount that varies
with Ms and reaches a maximum of 13° at Ms = 1.2. He also computed the
triple-point path using Whitham’s theory and found good agreement for
the case of strong shocks.
A number of further experimental investigations of unsteady shock
reflection have been made on both convex and concave surfaces. Only a few
of these are mentioned for further reference: Henderson & Lozzi (1979),
Itoh et al. (1981), Ben-Dor et al. (1980), Takayama et al. (1981). On concave
surfaces it is possible for the reverse transition from Mach to regular
reflection to occur. Also, the angle at which this occurs is substantially
smaller than ~d" Here, as in other experiments, information enabling the
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SHOCK REFLECTION 55
determination of the viscous and heat-transfer parameters necessary for
correct interpretation is often omitted.
REAL-GAS EFFECTS
Rarefied Gases
At this point we depart from our restriction to continua in order to describe
an interesting effect due to gas rarefaction observed by Walenta (1983).
Estimates of the effect of shock thickness on the flow in the very near
vicinity of the triple point had been made by Sternberg (1959), who
concluded that it was negligible in the flow regime he considered. Walenta’s
experiments (see also Schmidt 1985) investigate the interaction of a plane
shock with a wedge in a range where the typical values of d are around 100
mean free paths. He shows that the shock angles at the triple point differ
markedly from those expected from inviscid continuum theory and that,
furthermore, the constancy of 0 and p across the vortex "sheet" does not
apply any more. This is not surprising, because the vortex sheet is now not a
thin shear layer, but one that grows rapidly due to viscous action in this
situation. [This latter effect has been disregarded so far because its effect on
transition in continuum flows is minor (see also Sternberg 1959, Sakurai
1964).]
The most interesting aspect of Walenta’s results is that the triple-point
path approximately follows a straight line that does not pass through the
wedge tip but intersects the wedge surface at a distance from the tip of some
50 to 100 mean free paths. He explains this as follows (private communi-
cation): The reflected shock starts at the tip as a cylindrical shock. The
speed of a curved shock whose radius of curvature R is not very much larger
than its thickness 6 is proportional to 1 -6/R. It therefore lags behind the
incident shock until R becomes large, even in a situation that should give
Mach reflection according to continuum theory. In these experiments too,
the boundary conditions at the wall as regards slip and heat transfer could
play a significant part (see Hornung 1985).
High-Temperature Continuum Effects
If the shock speed is so high that the gas is vibrationally excited, dissociated,
or ionized, we distinguish between two cases. In the first of these,
thermodynamic equilibrium is assumed to be maintained outside of very
thin shocks. Since the equilibrium condition is changed from that of a
perfect gas, the transition angles will be modified also. No new length scale
is introduced into the flow, however, so that the new transition angles may
be computed for steady and pseudosteady flows just as before. This has
been done, for example, by Gvozdeva et al. (1969), Hornung et al. (1979),
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56 HORNUNG
and Ben-Dot & Glass (1980). Where satisfactory agreement with experi-
ment was not observed, the direction of the discrepancy may be explained
by viscous effects. Both ~d and gN are increased by endothermic real-gas
effects. (The opposite is true for exothermic effects, such as in detonation
waves.)
The second effect is that duc to relaxation. If the relaxation time is
resolvable by the observer, then a new, independent length (the relaxation
length) is introduced into the problem. This was shown by Sandeman ct al.
(1980) to have a considerable effect in dissociating nitrogen and in ionizing
argon when the relaxation length is comparable with the distance d.
CONCLUSIONS
The last decade has seen extensive developments in the study of shock
reflection. These have led to a satisfactory understanding of the failure of
regular reflection in the strong-reflection range for inviscid steady and
pse.udosteady flow. However, there remain a number of unanswered
questions even in steady and pseudosteady flow. This is especially true for
weak shock reflection, where the effect of the downstream boundary
conditions needs to be examined in more depth. A further uncertainty lies in
the assumptions usually made to predict the triple-point paths and the
resulting transitions to complex and double Mach reflection. Some of these
difficulties may be associated with the faulty interpretation of experimental
results that often occurs through ignoring the effects of shear viscosity.
In this review several effects have been singled out that cause the
pseudostationarity of shock reflection to be broken by introducing an
independent length scale. The most important of these are the effects due to
shear viscosity and heat conduction at the wall because they strongly affect
the interpretation of nominally pseudosteady results. A solution for the
effect of viscosity on the triple-point path, given in this review, illustrates
how such a misinterpretation may occur. Future experiments must take this
into account.
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